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NEW QUESTION: 1
For Material Receipt, which of the following is the best
practice adoption based on Procurement Cost?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Buyers have online access to PO status
B. Evaluated receipt settlement is utilized to take advantage
of early payment discount
C. None of the above
D. Receiving system is highly integrated with other systems
such as purchasing and inventory systems
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have created four top-level server pools called OLTP,
BATCH, DSS, and support for a policy- managed, eight-node
cluster. The OLTP pool has two child pools called OLTP_CHILD1
and OLTP_CHILD2. Which two statements are true about sharing
servers among the various server pools on your cluster?
A. Use the exclusive_pools attribute to prevent servers being
shared between top-level server pools.
B. Servers are never shared and are always mutually exclusive
between top-level server pools and between sibling child pool.
C. Servers are never shared and are always mutually exclusive
between top-level server pools.
D. Use the exclusive_pools attribute to prevent servers being
shared between OLTP_CHILD1 and OLTP_CHILD2 .
E. Use the exclusive_pools attribute to prevent servers being
shared between batch, dss, support, oltp_childi, and
OLTP_CHILD2.
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Top-level server pools:
EXCLUSIVE_POOLS
This optional attribute indicates if servers assigned to this
server pool are shared with other server pools. A server pool
can explicitly state that it is exclusive of any other server
pool that has the same value for this attribute. Two or more
server pools are mutually exclusive when the sets of servers
assigned to them do not have a single server in common. For
example, server pools A and B must be exclusive if they both
set the value of this attribute to foo_A_B.
Top-level server pools are mutually exclusive, by default.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Print pod name and start time to "/opt/pod-status" file
Answer:
Explanation:
kubect1 get pods -o=jsonpath='{range
.items[*]}{.metadata.name}{"\t"}{.status.podIP}{"\n"}{end}'

NEW QUESTION: 4
He was held up to small children as an ______, one who is
worthy of imitation, principally because of his
self-sacrificing dedication to helping others--clearly his
______ made him deserving of such claim.
A. exemplar. . .altruism
B. egotist. . .devotion
C. idol. . .immortality
D. enigma. . .heart

E. emancipator. . .thrift
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Clearly we are looking for two positives, the first of which
must be exemplary. Only Choices B and D,
"exemplar" and "emancipator" qualify. The second blank need
also be positive, and only Choice B
"altruism" or concern for others qualifies.
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